The Selma to Montgomery Voting Rights March: Shaking the Conscience of the Nation

Millions of people all over the United States were watching television on Sunday night, March 7, 1965, when their programs were interrupted with shocking images of African-American men and women being beaten with billy clubs in a cloud of tear gas. Attempting to march peacefully from the small town of Selma, Alabama, to Montgomery, the state capital, to protest a brutal murder and the denial of their constitutional right to vote, six hundred people were attacked by state troopers and mounted deputies dressed in full riot gear. ABC interrupted its broadcast of the movie *Judgment at Nuremberg* to show the violence, suggesting to many a parallel between the treatment of Jews in Nazi Germany and the treatment of blacks in the South. Most viewers had never heard of Selma, but after March 7, they would never forget it.

Eight days after “Bloody Sunday,” President Lyndon Johnson made a famous and powerful speech to a joint session of Congress introducing voting rights legislation. He called the events in Selma “a turning point in man's unending search for freedom,” comparing them to the Revolutionary War battles of Concord and Lexington. On March 21, more than one thousand people from all over the United States again left Brown Chapel African Methodist Episcopal Church in Selma and set out for Montgomery. This time they were watched over by regular Army and Alabama National Guard units ordered by President Johnson to protect the marchers against further violence. At the successful completion of the march on March 25, Martin Luther King, Jr., addressed a crowd estimated at 25,000 in front of the Alabama State
Capitol, quoting the *Battle Hymn of the Republic*: “His truth is marching on.”¹ Many of the same people who had seen the earlier violence saw or heard the speech.

Five months later, on August 6, 1965, President Johnson signed the Voting Rights Act of 1965, “generally considered the most successful piece of civil rights legislation ever adopted by the United States Congress.”²

This lesson explores some of the methods the State of Alabama used to prevent African Americans from exercising their right to vote and how community leaders in Selma worked together with Martin Luther King, the Southern Christian Leadership Conference, and other national civil rights organizations to remove those restrictions. It discusses Brown Chapel in Selma, where the march began, and the State Capitol Building in Montgomery, where the march reached its triumphant conclusion.

Some of the participants in the events of March 1965 are still alive to tell their stories. This lesson is based, in part, on a rich trove of oral histories. It illustrates the importance of the testimony of eyewitnesses to history—as well as some of the difficulties in using this type of evidence.
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Where this lesson fits into the curriculum

**Time Period:** The lesson could be used in U.S. history, social studies, and geography courses in units on nineteenth century and early twentieth century commerce or transportation, and to help students understand the role that maritime industries played in American history. The lesson could also be used to enhance studies related to the industrial revolution and women’s history.

**Topics:** 1820s to early twentieth century.

---

**Relevant United States History Standards for Grades 5-12**

*This lesson relates to the following National Standards for History from the UCLA National Center for History in the Schools:*

**US History Era 9**

- **Standard 4A:** The student understands the “Second Reconstruction” and its advancement of civil rights.

---

**Relevant Curriculum Standards for Social Studies**

*This lesson relates to the following Curriculum Standards for Social Studies from the National Council for the Social Studies:*

**Theme I: Culture**

- Standard A - The student compares similarities and differences in the ways groups, societies, and cultures meet human needs and concerns.
- Standard B - The student explains how information and experiences may be interpreted by people from diverse cultural perspectives and frames of reference.
- Standard D - The student explains why individuals and groups respond differently to their physical and social environments and/or changes to them on the basis of shared assumptions, values, and beliefs.
Theme II: Time, Continuity, and Change

- Standard B - The student identifies and uses key concepts such as chronology, causality, change, conflict, and complexity to explain, analyze, and show connections among patterns of historical change and continuity.
- Standard C - The student identifies and describes selected historical periods and patterns of change within and across cultures, such as the rise of civilizations, the development of transportation systems, the growth and breakdown of colonial systems, and others.

Theme III: People, Places, and Environment

- Standard A - The student elaborates mental maps of locales, regions, and the world that demonstrate understanding of relative location, direction, size, and shape.

Theme IV: Individual Development and Identity

- Standard A - The student relates personal changes to social, cultural, and historical contexts.
- Standard B - The student describes personal connections to places associated with community, nation, and world.
- Standard E - The student identifies and describes ways regional, ethnic, and national cultures influence individuals’ daily lives.
- Standard F - The student identifies and describes the influence of perception, attitudes, values, and beliefs on personal identity.
- Standard G - The student identifies and interprets examples of stereotyping, conformity, and altruism.
- Standard H - The student works independently and cooperatively to accomplish goals.

Theme V: Individuals, Groups, and Institutions

- Standard A - The student demonstrates an understanding of concepts such as role, status, and social class in describing the interactions of individuals and social groups.
- Standard B - The student analyzes group and institutional influences on people, events, and elements of culture.
- Standard D - The student identifies and analyzes examples of tensions between expressions of individuality and group or institutional efforts to promote social conformity.
- Standard E - The student identifies and describes examples of tensions between belief systems and government policies and laws.
- Standard G - The student applies knowledge of how groups and institutions work to meet individual needs and promote the common good.

Theme VI: Power, Authority, and Governance
Standard A - The student examines issues involving the rights, roles and status of the individual in relation to the general welfare.

Standard B - The student describes the purpose of the government and how its powers are acquired.

Standard C - The student analyzes and explains ideas and governmental mechanisms to meet wants and needs of citizens, regulate territory, manage conflict, and establish order and security.

Standard H - The student explains and applies concepts such as power, role, status, justice, and influence to the examination of persistent issues and social problems.

Standard I - The student gives examples and explains how governments attempt to achieve their stated ideals at home and abroad.

Theme IX: Global Connections

- Standard F - The student demonstrates understanding of concerns, standards, issues, and conflicts related to universal human rights.

Theme X: Civic Ideals and Practices

- Standard A - The student examine the origins and continuing influence of key ideals of the democratic republican form of government, such as individual human dignity, liberty, justice, equality, and the rule of law.
- Standard B - The student identifies and interprets sources and examples of the rights and responsibilities of citizens.
- Standard C - The student locates, accesses, analyzes, organizes, and applies information about selected public issues recognizing and explaining multiple points of view.
- Standard D - The student practices forms of civic discussion and participation consistent with the ideals of citizens in a democratic republic.
- Standard E - The student explains and analyzes various forms of citizen action that influence public policy decisions.
- Standard F - The student identifies and explains the roles of formal and informal political actors in influencing and shaping public policy and decision-making.
- Standard G - The student analyzes the influence of diverse forms of public opinion on the development of public policy and decision-making.
- Standard H - The student analyzes the effectiveness of selected public policies and citizen behaviors in realizing the stated ideals of a democratic republican form of government.
- Standard I - The student explains the relationship between policy statements and action plans used to address issues of public concern.
- Standard J - The student examines strategies designed to strengthen the "common good," which consider a range of options for citizen action.

Relevant Common Core Standards
This lesson relates to the following Common Core English and Language Arts Standards for History and Social Studies for middle school and high school students:

Key Ideas and Details
- CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RH.6-8.2

Craft and Structure
- CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RH.6-8.5
- CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RH.6-8.6

Integration of Knowledge and Ideas
- CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RH.6-8.7
- CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RH.6-8.9

Range of Reading and Level of Text Complexity
- CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RH.6-8.10
About This Lesson

This lesson is based on the National Register of Historic Places National Historic Landmark nominations for “Brown Chapel AME Church” (http://pdfhost.focus.nps.gov/docs/NHLS/Text/82002009.pdf) (with photographs http://pdfhost.focus.nps.gov/docs/NHLS/Photos/82002009.pdf) and the “First Confederate Capitol” (http://pdfhost.focus.nps.gov/docs/NHLS/Text/66000152.pdf) (with photographs http://pdfhost.focus.nps.gov/docs/NHLS/Photos/66000152.pdf) and on the National Register of Historic Places nomination for the “Old Town Historic District” in Selma.

It was published in September, 2007. This lesson was written by Marilyn Harper, consultant and former National Park Service Teaching with Historic Places historian. It was edited by Teaching with Historic Places staff. This lesson is one in a series that brings the important stories of historic places into classrooms across the country.

Objectives

1. To identify some of the methods Alabama, and other states, used to prevent African Americans from exercising their right to vote;
2. To describe the events that occurred during the course of the marches of March 7, March 9, and March 21-25, 1965;
3. To analyze the roles played by local activists and national organizations in the voting rights campaign in Selma, Alabama;
4. To trace the effect the events in Selma had on Federal voting rights legislation;
5. To identify surviving places in the local community associated with civil right activities.

Materials for students

The materials listed below can either be used directly on the computer or can be printed out, photocopied, and distributed to students.

1. Two maps showing the march route and Selma;
2. One document an Alabama literacy test used in 1965;
3. Two readings on the history of the marches compiled from oral histories and a partial transcript of President Lyndon B. Johnson’s speech of March 15, 1965;
4. Six photographs of the march and places associated with it.
Visiting the site

Brown Chapel African Methodist Episcopal Church, located on Martin Luther King, Jr., Street, Selma, Alabama, is open by appointment. Please write Brown Chapel AME Church, 410 Martin Luther King, Jr., Street, Selma, AL 36702 to schedule an appointment. The Alabama State Capitol in Montgomery is open to the public with self-guided tours available from 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. CST, Monday through Friday. The Old Town Historic District in Selma, through which marchers walked, contains more than 200 historic buildings and is roughly bounded by Dement and Lincoln Streets and Randolph and Walker Avenues. The Dallas County Courthouse and the Cecil C. Jackson Public Safety Building are both located within this district. The area can be toured on foot or by automobile. For more information about Selma, visit the Selma Chamber of Commerce website at http://www.selmaalabama.com/.

Created by Congress under the National Trails System Act of 1968, the Selma to Montgomery National Historic Trail begins at the Brown Chapel AME Church and ends at the Alabama State Capitol. The Edmund Pettus Bridge along the trail is still in use as part of the public highway system. The Lowndes County Interpretive Center, the first of three interpretive centers planned for the Selma to Montgomery National Historic Trail, is located in Hayneville, Alabama, approximately halfway between Selma and Montgomery. A collaboration between the National Park Service, the Alabama Department of Transportation, the Federal Highway Administration, and Lowndes County, the Interpretive Center features exhibits dealing with segregation, the campaign for voting rights, and the Selma to Montgomery March. It is open daily 9:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. CST. For more information write to the Lowndes County Interpretive Center, 7001 US Highway 80, Hayneville, AL 36040-4612. Check the Selma to Montgomery March website at https://www.nps.gov/semo/index.htm for more details, including driving directions.

The National Voting Rights Museum, at 1012 Water Avenue in Selma, is open weekdays and weekends by appointment. It contains memorabilia of the civil rights movement and the recollections of participants in the voting rights campaign. Please contact the museum for hours of operation or to arrange for a tour.

The Alabama Bureau of Tourism and Travel has created an Alabama Civil Rights Museum Trail. A free full color brochure outlining places associated with civil rights activities in Montgomery, Birmingham, Selma, and Tuskegee can be downloaded from their website.
Getting Started

What seems to be happening in this photo?
Photo Analysis Worksheet

Step 1:
Examine the photograph for 10 seconds. How would you describe the photograph?

Step 2:
Divide the photograph into quadrants and study each section individually. What details--such as people, objects, and activities--do you notice?

Step 3:
What other information--such as time period, location, season, reason photo was taken--can you gather from the photo?

Step 4:
How would you revise your first description of the photo using the information noted in Steps 2 and 3?

Step 5:
What questions do you have about the photograph? How might you find answers to these questions?
Setting the Stage

The right of citizens of the United States to vote shall not be denied or abridged by the United States or by any State on account of race, color, or previous condition of servitude.

Amendment 15
United States Constitution
Ratified February 2, 1870

In 1965, African Americans in the United States had possessed the theoretical right to vote for almost a hundred years. Under Reconstruction in the 1870s, many black men in the South did vote. Some who had been slaves only a few years before were elected to local and, in some cases, national office. By the turn of the 20th century, however, white “Redeemer” governments had reclaimed the legislatures in former Confederate states and adopted new constitutions disenfranchising African-American voters. Black citizens attempting to exercise their constitutional right to vote encountered barriers that they often found insurmountable. These included poll taxes, literacy tests, clauses that limited voting to people whose ancestors had voted in the past, and party primary elections that were limited to whites.

Men and women working for civil rights had long recognized that gaining the right to vote was central to achieving full citizenship for African Americans. The long-established National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) had successfully challenged the restrictive primary and other obstacles to black voter registration, but other, younger organizations had grown impatient with the slow rate of progress through the legal system. In the 1950s and 1960s, the Congress for Racial Equality (CORE), the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC), and the Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC) turned to mass demonstrations and nonviolent acts of civil disobedience. Martin Luther King, Jr., the charismatic leader of SCLC, became internationally known for promoting, supporting, and participating in nonviolent direct action seeking civil rights for African Americans. In December 1964, he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize, becoming, at age 35, the youngest person ever to receive that honor.

Peaceful demonstrations attracted media coverage, particularly when they were met with violent opposition. This helped generate the widespread support necessary for the passage of civil rights legislation. This legislation, particularly the Civil Rights Act of 1964, sought to achieve equal education, access to places of public accommodation and transportation, and equal employment. In 1965, however, most Southern blacks were still unable to overcome the obstacles set up to prevent them from voting.
Locating the Site

Map 1: Route of the Selma-to-Montgomery Voting Rights March

Montgomery and Selma were located in the Alabama Black Belt. According to Booker T. Washington, writing in his 1901 autobiography,

So far as I can learn, the term [Black Belt] was first used to designate a part of the country which was distinguished by the colour of the soil. The part of the country possessing this thick, dark, and naturally rich soil was, of course, the part of the South where the slaves were most profitable, and consequently they were taken there in the largest numbers. Later . . . the term seems to be used wholly in a political sense—that is, to designate the counties where the black people outnumber the white.⁴
Questions for Map 1

1) Look carefully at this map. Where did the march route begin? Where did it end? Use the map scale to estimate the distance between the two places. If average walking speed is 3 miles per hour, how long would it take to walk that distance? Use a classroom map of the United States to locate this area.

2) In 1965, African Americans constituted about half of the population in Selma and Montgomery; in rural areas of the state 80-90 percent of the population was black. What effect, if any, do you think this fact would have had on white reactions to black attempts to gain the vote in those counties?

3) Find Dallas, Lowndes, and Montgomery counties. Selma is located in Dallas County; Montgomery, the State capital, is in Montgomery County. Only 2 percent of eligible African Americans in Dallas County were registered to vote in 1965, and there were no registered black voters in Lowndes County. How do you think a successful voting rights campaign might affect this part of the Black Belt?

4) Locate the Alabama River. Selma was a wealthy city before the Civil War, shipping large quantities of Black Belt cotton down the river. By the mid-20th century, the boll-weevil had decimated the cotton trade and Selma was in decline. How do you think that fact might have affected white attitudes towards voting rights for African Americans?
The Selma to Montgomery Voting Rights March actually consisted of three marches, all of which began at Brown Chapel African Methodist Episcopal (AME) Church in Selma. The first, on March 7, 1965, “Bloody Sunday,” ended in violence on the far side of the Edmund Pettus Bridge over the Alabama River. The second, symbolic, march took place on “Turnaround Tuesday,” March 9, and proceeded only to the site of the violence of two days earlier. After a brief prayer, the marchers turned and returned to Selma. Only the third march, which began on March 21, reached the Alabama State Capitol in Montgomery.
Questions for Map 2

1) Brown Chapel is at the edge of the George Washington Carver neighborhood, a large public housing project constructed after World War II for African Americans. What effect do you think this location might have had on the role the church played in the Voting Rights March?

2) The church is located on what was called Sylvan Street in 1965, but is now Martin Luther King, Jr., Street. Is there a Martin Luther King, Jr., street or avenue where you live? Where is it? What was the street called originally?

3) Selma was a segregated city in 1965. Find Alabama Avenue, which was the main white business street. Next locate Franklin Street, where most African-American businesses were located; it is the unidentified street running parallel to Washington Street. The institutions of local government were also on Alabama Avenue, including the Dallas County Courthouse (not shown on the map) and the building housing both the Selma City Hall and the Dallas County jail. Find this building, now called the Cecil C. Jackson Public Safety Building, on the map. Why do you think organizers decided to march down Alabama Avenue on March 7 and March 21?
Determining the Facts

Reading 1: Alabama Literacy Test

In the summer of 1964, the Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC), Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC), and the Conference on Racial Equality (CORE) conducted massive registration drives in the South. Met with violent resistance—including the murders of three civil rights workers in Philadelphia, Mississippi—these drives had only limited success.

African-American citizens in Selma conducted their own registration drives. The Dallas County Voters League (DCVL) had been founded before World War II and reinvigorated after the war by Samuel Boynton, its second president. Boynton, his wife Amelia, and DCVL member Marie Foster held classes to help African Americans in Dallas County pass the literacy tests required for voter registration, but were hampered by a pervasive fear of reprisals from the white community. In 1963, Dr. F. D. Reese, President of the DCVL, asked SNCC for assistance. Mass meetings addressed by Martin Luther King, Jr., and other civil rights leaders and organized marches to the Dallas County Courthouse to register to vote had some success. By 1964, 2.2% of African Americans over 21 were registered to vote in Dallas County; there were no registered black voters at all in neighboring Wilcox and Lowndes counties.

Between August 1964 and July 1965 the State of Alabama used 100 different literacy tests to make it difficult for people to "study" for the test. Applicants were asked to pick a test at random from a loose-leaf notebook. The sample test below was used by Rufus A. Lewis in voter education classes for African Americans that he led in Montgomery in the 1960s:
(Applicant's Full Name)

**QUESTIONNAIRE**

1. State your name, the date and place of your birth, and your present address

2. Are you single or married? (a) If married, give name, resident and place of birth of your husband or wife, as the case may be:

3. Give the names of the places, respectively, where you have lived during the last five years; and the name or names by which you have been known during the last five years:

4. If you are self-employed, state the nature of your business:

5. If you claim that you are bona fide resident of the State of Alabama, give the date on which you claim to have become such bona fide resident:
   (a) When did you become a bona fide resident of
   _____________ County: ___________
   (b) When did you become a bona fide resident of _____________ Ward or Precinct

6. If you intend to change your place of residence prior to the next general election, state the facts:

7. Have you previously applied for and been denied registration as a voter? (a) If so, give the facts:

8. Has your name been previously stricken from the list of persons registered?

9. Are you now or have you ever been a dope addict or a habitual drunkard? (A) If you are or have been a dope addict or habitual drunkard, explain as fully as you can:

DR. GWEN PATTON, ARCHivist
H. COUNCILL TRENHOLM, STATE TECHNICAL COLLEGE
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TSTC ARCHIVES
10. Have you ever been legally declared insane? _____ (a) If so, give details: ________________________________

11. Give a brief statement of the extent of your education and business experience: ____________________

12. Have you ever been charged with or convicted of a felony or crime or offense involving moral turpitude? _____ (a) If so, give the facts: __________________

13. Have you ever served in the Armed Forces of the United States Government? ______

   (a) If so, state when and for approximately how long: ________________________________

14. Have you ever been expelled or dishonorably discharged from any school or college or from any branch of the Armed Forces of the United States, or of any other Country? _____ If so, state facts: ________________________________

15. Will you support and defend the Constitution of the United States and the Constitution of the State of Alabama? ______

16. Are you now or have you ever been affiliated with any group or organization which advocates the overthrow of the United States Government or the government of any State of the United States by unlawful means? _____ (a) If so, state the facts: ________________________________

17. Will you bear arms for your country when called upon to do so? ______

   If the answer is no, give reasons: ________________________________

18. Do you believe in free elections and rule by the majority? ________________________________

19. Will you give aid and comfort to the enemies of the United States Government or the Government of the State of Alabama? ______

20. Name none of the duties and obligations of citizenship: ________________________________

   (A) Do you regard those duties and obligations as having priority over the duties and obligations you owe to any other secular organization when they are in conflict? ______

21. Give the names and post office addresses of two persons who have present knowledge of your bona fide residence at the place as stated by you: ________________________________
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The applicant will complete the remainder of this questionnaire before a Board member and at his instructions. The Board member shall have the applicant read any one or more of the following excerpts from the U.S. Constitution using a duplicate form of this Insert Part III. The Board member shall keep in his possession the application with its inserted Part III and shall mark thereon the words missed in reading by the applicant.

**Excerpts from the Constitution**

1. "The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be violated, and no warrants shall issue, but upon probable cause supported by oath or affirmation, and particularly describing the place to be searched, and the person or things to be seized."

2. "Representatives shall be apportioned among the several states according to their respective numbers, counting the whole number of persons in each state, excluding Indians not taxed."

3. "Treason against the United States, shall consist only in levying war against them, or in adhering to their enemies, giving them aid and comfort."

4. "The senators and representatives before mentioned, and the members of the several legislatures, and all executive and judicial officers, both of the United States and of the several states, shall be bound by oath or affirmation, to support this Constitution."

**Instructions “B”**

The Board member shall then have the applicant write several words, or more if necessary to make a judicial determination of his ability to write. The writing shall be placed below so that it becomes a part of the application. If the writing is illegible, the Board member shall write in parentheses beneath the writing the words the applicant was asked to write.

**Have Applicant write here, dictating words from the Constitution**

**Signature of Applicant**

DR. GWEN PATTON, ARCHIVIST
H. COUNCILL TRENCHMOLM STATE TECHNICAL COLLEGE

THE HON. RUFUS A. LEWIS COLLECTION

TSTC ARCHIVES
Determining the Facts

Reading 2: Selma

This reading consists of selections from oral histories taken in 1990 and 1991 from participants in the Selma to Montgomery voting rights marches of March 7, March 9, and March 21-25, 1965. The repetitions and grammatical errors commonly found in oral history transcriptions have not been corrected:

Marie Foster (Selma resident, active in the Dallas County Voters League): I called Amelia Boynton [and] we met the 23rd day of January, 1963. I said, "Well how about this, let's start a citizenship class." I said, "And we publish it, we advertise through the churches and by telephone and just personal contact, and just beg people to please come to the class, that we're going to make sure that they'll be able to fill out the applications correctly." Well anyway, one person came with all that publication. That Thursday night, the same person came back and brought a relative, and that was two people, and then so on. And I was very successful with that citizenship class.

John Lewis (head of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee in 1965): So Dr. King received the Nobel Peace Prize in December 1964, and right after returning from Europe he, in a conversation with President Johnson, he said, "We need a Voting Rights Act. We need a strong Voting Rights Act." And President Johnson and people in the administration said in effect Dr. King, you know, we just signed the Civil Rights Act of '64 and it's just going to be impossible to get another. And so Dr. King said to us, "Well we will write that act. We will write that act."

C. T. Vivian (National Director of Affiliates for the Southern Christian Leadership Conference in 1965): So the thing is, you've got to make the nation understand what's happening, which means that you've got to have the press. We made national television and national television made us. You see what I mean? We made national television news something that people wanted to see every day. Television was made for us, because we're action-oriented. We didn't become action-oriented for the sake of the TV, we became action-oriented because that's nonviolent direct action.

John Lewis: In certain points of Alabama during those years, especially in the Black Belt and in Dallas County, it was just almost uncontrollable fear. You knew if you went to Selma, some of the surrounding areas and towns and community, it was like putting your life on the line. It was very risky. People had some real reservations about getting involved in places like Selma.
Jamie Wallace (reporter for the Selma Times Journal in 1965): People ask me a lot of times why Selma was chosen. You know, Memphis would have been an excellent target or Jackson, Mississippi, or heaven forbid even Chicago. I think a lot of factors contributed, plus the fact that you had a sheriff and a circuit judge here who they knew would resist. And unfortunately that's what occurred.

C. T. Vivian: Now, there are a number of things about Selma that are most interesting. Number one was that they had had a political struggle going on directly related to voter enfranchisement over a period of years. Plus the fact that because of that struggle they had more people registered than any other county around. Half the population, . . . a little over half actually, of the population was black. We did know about Sheriff Clark. But what we really were counting on was not just Sheriff Clark, which some of the sources give you, but the fact that that place was truly racist. . . . But the important thing was an organized group. The Dallas County Voters League was going to make the difference. Because there you had Mrs. Boynton and Reese, who were true leaders of the community, long-time engagement.

F. D. Reese (Selma resident, President of the all-black Selma City Teachers Association, and President of the Dallas County Voters League in 1965): In July 1964 [Circuit Judge James Hare] wrote an injunction. If five or more people were found congregating on the streets discussing the right to vote, they would be arrested. And so that really put a damper on the movement from July 1964 until January the 2nd, 1965. In December 1964 I signed the invitation for Dr. King and SCLC to come into Selma to assist us as we pursued the right to vote, which would include breaking that injunction. On January the 2nd the [Brown Chapel AME] Church was packed. And when the law enforcement officers came and saw such a large crowd of people at that meeting, nothing was mentioned about arresting anybody. And so that did away with the injunction. And from that point on we then resumed our meeting nightly.

Hosea Williams (National Director of Voter Registration and Political Education for the SCLC in 1965): I went down [to Selma] the first of January, then I started all these marches and taking folks to jail and sitting-ins and pickets and filling up the jail. And Jim Clark was kind of like made for me. Jim Clark was a road model racist. First he was big and muscular and handsome, and he dressed immaculately. The next thing, Jim Clark, I'm sure he had a mental problem because he'd lose control. Jim Clark couldn't see from the other movements that what he was doing to us was not only playing into our hands but going to bring the nation down on him. He couldn't see that. I don't think there was a racist in the South that was made more proper for Martin Luther King's nonviolent movement than Jim Clark.
John Lewis:  Sheriff Jim Clark was a big man. Big hat, big man, nightstick. And a lot of people were afraid of him, not just black citizen but also white citizen.

F. D. Reese:  Had Jim Clark been another person, we would have not reached the goal we did at such speed as we did.

John Lewis:  The first mass demonstration in 1965 was on January the 18th, and it was my day to lead a group of people to the Dallas County courthouse. And I will never, ever forget that day. Several hundred people left Brown Chapel AME Church and we walked to the Dallas County Courthouse, very orderly, just a quiet march of people attempting to get to the courthouse and go in and take the literacy test. And we got to the steps of the courthouse. And [Sheriff Jim Clark] walked up to the head of the line and said, "John Lewis, you're under arrest," and he took me to jail. And several other people got arrested and went to jail, and just a whole series of demonstrations started then.

F. D. Reese:  I recommended that we would engage in a teachers march on January the 22nd, 1965, on a Friday. Well, there were many people that thought that that never would happen. On that Friday when I got on campus at Clark [Elementary] School, only one car was there, but then cars started coming in, parking, and we had 99 percent participation. When those teachers filed out of that schoolhouse, I saw parents shouting, some were crying, students were shouting, because they felt that now teachers who were looked up to by students and by parents have made a decision to go and become involved.

Jamie Wallace:  So [Jim Clark and Wilson Baker, Selma’s Public Safety Commissioner] did effect an agreement. The city police would have jurisdiction over the city, the sheriff would have jurisdiction on the courthouse square and the city would have jurisdiction to the bridge, where the city limits end. So demonstrators were handled much differently in the city than they were handled in the county or on the courthouse square.

John Lewis:  [In February] a young man by the name of Jimmie Lee Jackson was shot in a little town called Marion, Alabama, north of Selma. This young man was shot in the stomach and he died.
Albert Turner (Marion resident and head of the Perry County Civic League in 1965): So we decided after they killed Jimmie [in February], that we were going to take Jimmie’s body to the state capital, and dump it on the steps. And Dr. King said to us then that he thought that all of us ought to organize, and go to Montgomery in a mass. We were just kind of like in war, to be frank with you, and we were determined, really, to break the system down.

We had a long caravan of cars that came down that Sunday morning [March 7] from Marion, we came with our clothes and our lunch. And once we got here, we found out that Dr. King had decided that we were not going to Montgomery that day. I understand it now, there was no logistical way we could go out and march. We had no tents, no food. Nobody had made no arrangements, or nothing like this. But we from Perry County didn’t know all of this. And I had so many people, and had been trained that you never get people that ready, and don’t do nothing. So in all fairness, I was the individual who seriously insisted we had to march in some form or fashion that day, to keep from killing the movement. We called Dr. King and told him what the situation was and we explained to him why we had to walk.

John Lewis: as an individual and as chairman of SNCC I took the position that we should march from Selma to Montgomery. We had to somehow take the message to Governor Wallace, that we had to have a showdown in Alabama. The Executive Committee of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee [as a whole] opposed the idea of the march, but said, well, you can march as an individual but not as chairman of SNCC.

Albert Turner: So Hosea and John Lewis led that day as SCLC and SNCC and I walked second. I guess if I had to tell the truth, it probably was the most fearful march I ever had. That’s the one day we knew what was going to happen to us before we left. And Jimmie was already killed, so we expected some more to be killed.

Jamie Wallace: It was obvious to those of us in the media that this was to be a symbolic gesture. It was not a serious march to Montgomery. Ladies had on high-heel shoes, the absence of Dr. King and the national media and so forth. So we felt like it was strictly a symbolic gesture to cross a bridge, go to a point about 100 yards beyond the bridge and probably turn around and come back, and be able to say that we did it even though they told us not to do it.

Amelia Boynton (Selma Resident, widow of Samuel Boynton and active in the Dallas County Voters Leagues in 1965): So that Sunday morning I went immediately
to the church. I had on high-heel shoes, because at that time I didn't wear low-heel shoes. I started out with the rest. Marie Foster and I were in the front. And just before we got to the light across the [Edmund Pettus] bridge, we saw that the road was blocked. I didn't think anything was going to happen, but as we approached, it was announced, "Don't go any farther." And when Hosea Williams said, "May I say something?" Clark said, "No, you may not say anything. Charge on them, men!"

And they started beating us. They had horses. And I saw them when they were beating people down, and I just stood. Then one guy hit me with the nightstick, I think it was a nightstick. He hit me with the nightstick just back of the head and down toward the shoulder. And I still stood up there. Then the second lick was at the base of the neck. And I fell. I think that was the ambulance that came from Anderson Funeral Home that took me to the church and tried to revive me but could not revive me. So they took me to the Good Samaritan Hospital. And when I was revived, I really didn't know where I was, but I was there several hours before I really came to.

Hosea Williams: So when we got over the bridge—well I'll tell you, it was one of the most gratifying and most memorable moments of my whole life. I don't think I ever seen Americans more ready and willing to suffer and sacrifice for dignity, for human dignity, in my whole life. (inaudible). And I was just like crying inside, laughing, I'm just so happy to see all of those people just, let's go, let's go.

So we go ahead across the bridge, then we come to the confrontation after we cross the bridge. And I don't know where I've seen that many cops and state troopers and militia men. Al Lingo was the Public Safety Commissioner. He said, "Halt!" So we stopped. And he said, "Take them niggers back home." Now, I finally mustered up enough grit and grime to open my mouth. I said, "Sir, may we have a word with you?" And he said, "There will be no talking today. I said take them niggers back to the church. You got one minute." I looked at my watch, and 15 seconds he said, "Charge." So they knocked me right down. They first beat us down with billy clubs, then they gassed us. It was a military attack. And then I saw those horses. And I was there, I said, Oh my god, how many people did I lead to their death today?

John Lewis: So they came toward us, pushing and trampling us with the horses and beating, and then they released the tear gas. And I was just there choking, choking, and I felt like it was the last demonstration. I was clubbed down and I suffered a concussion.

Jamie Wallace: Well, when we topped the bridge, I could see that there was a formidable line of troopers beyond, about a hundred yards beyond the bridge. Major John Cloud, who was head of the state troopers, told them they could not march beyond that point, to turn around and go back. And at some point, pushing and shoving
started. And of course the troopers moved in and started a panic, because when you pushed against them with those billy clubs, people started falling, they started grasping at the clubs, and then they started using the clubs in a different sort of way. And then they started firing tear gas. And of course that really set off a panic.

Anything could have happened at that point. They had a collection of onlookers over there in the back of trucks and so forth watching what was happening, and we didn't know how many of those might get involved in it, which fortunately they didn't. There were very few times during the whole movement that I ever was afraid, but that was one day that I was physically afraid. Plus I was also very angry.

The national media was not here that day, but WSFA in Montgomery, I believe, ended up with the footage that you've seen shown thousands and thousands of times since then. It did make the national news that night, and of course immediately there was an outpouring of support from across the nation.

**Jamie Wallace:** Well let me describe that night. The leadership, the Southern Christian Leadership Conference, had to do an excellent job that night to contain the people because they were so angry. [When] they re-grouped at Brown Chapel, the anger so welled up we really feared that there might be a spontaneous violence that night. But they did a really good job of talking the temperature down some. And it didn't happen.

**John Lewis:** All over the United States, the people saw what happened on television, they read about it in the newspaper, and there was demonstration after in Washington, every major city in America, and some of our embassies abroad. And Dr. King issued a call, issued an appeal for the religious leaders of America to come to Selma.

**Hosea Williams:** People came all the way from Hawaii and Canada. We grew from 700 to 7,000 in 48 hours. So we went on to a meeting place in Selma. What do we do right now?

**C. T. Vivian:** We had to act, and we were action people. But at the same time, [Federal Court] Judge Johnson had not acted [on whether a march to Montgomery would be permitted]. So how do we get a way out of this and yet be in it, so we can give more time for those other kinds of decisions to be made? Then if they did not make them, then we would go on and move. So the issue was to be able to go across that bridge and do what we needed to do, and to force the hand of the federal government to have to act. After all, it was only right and decent to give Johnson that chance to do the right thing.
F. D. Reese: So in order to try to pacify all these folk coming down to march, we would organize a march and we would march to the point of confrontation across the bridge, and then we’ll march back to the church. So all that was done [on March 9] to try to give the court and Montgomery Judge Johnson an opportunity to make a decision on whether or not we had the right [to march to Montgomery]. So we got that ruling [on March 19] and it was on the 21st that we then proceeded on that march.

Hosea Williams: We were mobilizing fast—we had had marches before but never a march of that magnitude. We began organizing staff plus volunteer supporters in the various departments: food, medical department, program, mobilization, legal redress (had more lawyers than we ever needed), housing (these huge tents), transportation (taking people back to Montgomery or back to Selma), celebrity, communication department. We had it planned out, we knew exactly what time we’d leave that morning, we knew exactly where we’d stop for the ten o’clock break, we knew exactly where we’d stop for lunch, we knew exactly where we’d stop in the afternoon and what time.

John Lewis: I think the day we left Selma was on a Sunday afternoon, March 21st. It was like the beginning of a holy crusade. You know, President Johnson called out the military to protect the marchers along the way, and as we walked that next day, you saw the men of the Army, in their fatigues, guarding the way with their guns drawn. They stayed with us all the way from Selma [to Montgomery].

C. T. Vivian: I join everybody as we go across the bridge. By the time I get to the top of the bridge where you can see everything, that long line, so wide and big and beautiful. It's way, way, way down there. And you could see it, and boy it was beautiful. I mean it's—he, it's one of the most—just festive, joyful, celebration, to use the great religious term. It was celebration. And a great time.

Albert Turner: It was my responsibility to be very sure that there were no incidents. We had to work very hard, without it being known, without it being obvious, to keep incidents from happening. So don't think that we just walked out on the streets and waved some magic wand and everybody was nonviolent. That's a joke. But we had a system that kept violence down.
John Lewis: The night before the final day, we reached [the City of] St. Jude [Hospital complex in Montgomery]. And at night, several entertainers from all around the country, like Peter, Paul and Mary, Harry Belafonte, Sammy Davis, Jr., Johnny Mathis came and performed for the marchers and for all of the people that were gathering.

People started gathering that night and hundreds and thousands of people started coming in from all over the country. And by the next morning [March 25], when we finally got ready and line up, there were major civil rights leaders, religious leaders representing every conceivable denomination or religious group.

F. D. Reese: The next morning we grouped and lined up and marched onto the capitol. This is history, you know what I mean?

Amelia Boynton: They had gotten about a mile I guess from Saint Jude. Then I stood on the side, and I said to myself, "I'm going to get on this march somewhere." And Dr. King happened to see me. And he said, "Come on in, Mrs. Boynton." Well I had the chance to get on the front line. After everything was over, we formed a committee to take the grievance to the governor, who wasn't even to be seen.

Hosea Williams: And we had organized to the best of our ability. I can't think of another time in the civil rights movement when the staff was so committed and worked so hard, and there was no playing around. I never will forget when the program ended and I guess about 45 minutes I walked out on those grounds and I was really crying and everybody had gone. And just a lot of people and just the wind blowing. It just looked like—it was really a miracle. . . . (inaudible) it was like a miracle.

Then I went back inside the [Dexter Avenue Baptist] church [in Montgomery]. The girl came out screaming, saying I had a telephone call. And Mrs. Liuzzo, who had been down there about three or four days, they killed her. And so that threw us back in gear.

But I don't think anything has happened in America that shook the conscience of this nation. I don't think there's anything that's ever happened in the history of America that has more awakened America and developed as much support [as] that Selma to Montgomery march.
Questions for Reading 2

1) What factors led to Selma’s selection as the place to begin the SCLC voting rights campaign? Which do you think was the most important?

2) Who remembered being afraid? What were they afraid of? How do you think you would have reacted to the events described in this reading?

3) Work together to develop a time-line of events between January 2 and March 25, 1965, described in the reading. If you had to pick one event as the most important, which one would it be? Why?

4) George Wallace was elected governor of Alabama in 1962 on a platform of “segregation now, segregation tomorrow and segregation forever.” In the summer of 1963 he defied the Federal government’s order that the University of Alabama admit two African-American students. By 1965 he had become a national symbol of resistance to civil rights. Why do you think John Lewis thought it was so important to “take the message to Governor Wallace”? 
5) Viola Liuzzo, who is mentioned by Hosea Williams, was a white housewife from Detroit who came down to help the marchers. She was driving a black man from Montgomery to Selma on March 25 when four Ku Klux Klansmen passed her car and shot her and her passenger (who survived). She was one of three people killed during the course of the voting rights campaign in Selma; the other two were Jimmie Lee Jackson and James Reeb, a Unitarian minister who was beaten in Selma and died of his injuries. How do you think these deaths would affect public opinion? Jimmie Jackson’s death was not well publicized, in part because it was early in the campaign and took place in a small town not covered by the media. Rev. Reeb’s and Mrs. Liuzzo’s deaths were covered nationally. Many African Americans saw this as another instance of discrimination because the deaths of two white people were treated as major news, while no one seemed to care about the death of a young black man.

6) This reading was put together from a group of oral histories that were taken 25 years after the event. It only includes what these individual people remember and omits some events that would be included in a scholarly history of the march. What do you think might be some of the advantages of using oral histories? What might be some of the disadvantages?

7) The oral histories used for this reading were taken from individuals directly involved in planning the Selma to Montgomery March. How do you think the stories of other people who participated in or observed the march, many of which have been recorded, might add to your understanding of the events of March 7-25, 1965?
Determining the Facts

Reading 3:

_The following text is taken from President Lyndon Baines Johnson’s nationally televised speech to a joint session of Congress on March 15, 1965:_

Mr. Speaker, Mr. President, Members of the Congress:

I speak tonight for the dignity of man and the destiny of democracy.

I urge every member of both parties, Americans of all religions and of all colors, from every section of this country, to join me in that cause.

At times history and fate meet at a single time in a single place to shape a turning point in man's unending search for freedom. So it was at Lexington and Concord. So it was a century ago at Appomattox. So it was last week in Selma, Alabama.

There, long-suffering men and women peacefully protested the denial of their rights as Americans. Many were brutally assaulted. One good man, a man of God, was killed.

There is no cause for pride in what has happened in Selma. There is no cause for self-satisfaction in the long denial of equal rights of millions of Americans. But there is cause for hope and for faith in our democracy in what is happening here tonight.

For the cries of pain and the hymns and protests of oppressed people have summoned into convocation all the majesty of this great Government—the Government of the greatest Nation on earth.

Our mission is at once the oldest and the most basic of this country: to right wrong, to do justice, to serve man.

In our time we have come to live with the moments of great crisis. Our lives have been marked with debate about great issues; issues of war and peace, issues of prosperity and depression. But rarely in any time does an issue lay bare the secret heart of America itself. Rarely are we met with a challenge, not to our growth or abundance, or our welfare or our security, but rather to the values, and the purposes, and the meaning of our beloved Nation.
The issue of equal rights for American Negroes is such an issue. And should we defeat every enemy, should we double our wealth and conquer the stars, and still be unequal to this issue, then we will have failed as a people and as a nation.

For with a country as with a person, "What is a man profited, if he shall gain the whole world, and lose his own soul?"

There is no Negro problem. There is no Southern problem. There is no Northern problem. There is only an American problem. And we are met here tonight as Americans—not as Democrats or Republicans—we are met here as Americans to solve that problem.

This was the first nation in the history of the world to be founded with a purpose. The great phrases of that purpose still sound in every American heart, North and South: "All men are created equal"—"government by consent of the governed"—"give me liberty or give me death." Well, those are not just clever words, or those are not just empty theories. In their name Americans have fought and died for two centuries, and tonight around the world they stand there as guardians of our liberty, risking their lives.

Those words are a promise to every citizen that he shall share in the dignity of man. This dignity cannot be found in a man's possessions; it cannot be found in his power, or in his position. It really rests on his right to be treated as a man equal in opportunity to all others. It says that he shall share in freedom, he shall choose his leaders, educate his children, and provide for his family according to his ability and his merits as a human being.

To apply any other test—to deny a man his hopes because of his color or race, his religion or the place of his birth—is not only to do injustice, it is to deny America and to dishonor the dead who gave their lives for American freedom.

Our fathers believed that if this noble view of the rights of man was to flourish, it must be rooted in democracy. The most basic right of all was the right to choose your own leaders. The history of this country, in large measure, is the history of the expansion of that right to all of our people. Many of the issues of civil rights are very complex and most difficult. But about this there can and should be no argument. Every American citizen must have an equal right to vote. There is no reason which can excuse the denial of that right. There is no duty which weighs more heavily on us than the duty we have to ensure that right.

The Constitution says that no person shall be kept from voting because of his race or his color. We have all sworn an oath before God to support and to defend that Constitution. We must now act in obedience to that oath.
Wednesday, I will send to Congress a law designed to eliminate illegal barriers to the right to vote.

I will welcome the suggestions from all of the Members of Congress—I have no doubt that I will get some—on ways and means to strengthen this law and to make it effective. But experience has plainly shown that this is the only path to carry out the command of the Constitution.

There is no constitutional issue here. The command of the Constitution is plain.

There is no moral issue. It is wrong—deadly wrong—to deny any of your fellow Americans the right to vote in this country.

There is no issue of States' rights or national rights. There is only the struggle for human rights. I have not the slightest doubt what will be your answer.

But even if we pass this bill, the battle will not be over. What happened in Selma is part of a far larger movement which reaches into every section and State of America. It is the effort of American Negroes to secure for themselves the full blessings of American life.

Their cause must be our cause too. Because it is not just Negroes, but really it is all of us, who must overcome the crippling legacy of bigotry and injustice.

And we shall overcome.
Questions for Reading 3

1) How does the date of this speech relate to the events covered in Reading 2? What event seems to have been the occasion for the speech?

2) Johnson compares Selma to three other events in American history. What are they? Why do you think he chose the ones he did? Do you think all four events are equally important? Why or why not?

3) In his speech, President Johnson said “We shall overcome.” “We shall overcome” was one of the anthems of the civil rights movement. Who do you think Johnson meant by “we”?

4) John Lewis reported that “I saw Martin Luther King, Jr. cry that night. I saw tears coming from his eyes as he watched and heard President Johnson’s speech.” Why do you think it affected him so deeply?
5) The Voting Rights Act of 1965, the result of the legislation that President Johnson announced in this speech, became law on August 6, 1965. According to C. T. Vivian, “I knew we had won that, when we won Selma. The high-water mark of all was Selma. See, that was the point at which the political was forced to affirm the moral and spiritual."

What do you think he meant by forcing the political to affirm the moral and spiritual? Do you agree or disagree with his statement? Why or why not?
Visual Evidence

Photo 1: Brown Chapel AME Church

(Alabama Historical Commission)
Questions for Photo 1

1) Look at this image carefully and describe what you see in your own words. What does the size and design of this building suggest about the importance of the church in Selma’s African-American community?

2) Review Reading 2. How many references can you find to Brown Chapel (often called simply “the church”)? What occurred there?

3) The congregation at Brown Chapel voted to allow their church to be used for the voting rights campaign, but some other congregations voted against participation. Why might other churches have wanted not to be involved? Why might Brown Chapel have agreed? What advantages might Brown Chapel have had as a center of the movement (refer to Map 2, if necessary?)

4) Christian ministers, including Andrew Young, Martin Luther King, Jr., Ralph Abernathy, C. T. Vivian, and Frederick Reese, played important roles in the civil rights movement. Why do you think that was the case?
Visual Evidence

Photo 2: Marchers and State Troopers, March 7, 1965

(Federal Bureau of Investigation)
Visual Evidence

Photo 3: “Bloody Sunday"

(Library of Congress)
Questions for Photo 2 and Photo 3

1) Examine these photos carefully. It might be useful to divide them into sections and to list everything you see in each section. What is happening here? You may want to go back to Reading 2 to reconstruct the events of the march and the troopers’ attack. At what point in the action do you think each photo was taken?

2) The man in the dark raincoat at the left center of Photo 2 is Hosea Williams. In Photo 3, the man in the light raincoat is John Lewis. Can you find him in Photo 2? In what ways do these photos add to their accounts of the march in Reading 2?

3) Photo 2 was taken by an FBI observer. Many people have criticized the Federal government for not allowing these observers to intervene to prevent violence. None of the newspaper photographers recording the march took action to prevent the violence either. Do you think they should have? What do you think you would have done if you had been there?

4) Photo 3 is blurry because it was taken by a photographer standing some distance away using a telephoto lens. Why do you think the reporter didn’t get closer to the marchers, even though he probably could have gotten a clearer picture?

5) Imagine that you are watching TV on Sunday night or reading a newspaper Monday morning and seeing images like these. How do you think you would react?
Visual Evidence

Photo 4: On the road to Montgomery, March 22 or March 23

(© Spider Martin. All rights reserved. Used by permission.)
Questions for Photo 4

1) This photo shows the marchers in rural Lowndes County, where the road to Montgomery, was only two lanes wide. Judge Johnson had ruled that no more than 300 people could march in this section. Why do you think he made that ruling?

2) According to Hosea Williams, the division of the Alabama National Guard that was ordered to protect the march, was the same unit that attacked the marchers on Bloody Sunday. How do you think the guardsmen would have felt about their current assignment? How do you think the marchers would have felt?
Visual Evidence

Photo 5: Onlookers along the route to Montgomery
Questions for Photo 5

1) This photo shows some of the people lined up to watch the marchers pass. Why do you think they were there? The flag the man is displaying is the flag of the Confederacy. What do you think it represents for him and for the marchers?

2) Does the body language of the man holding the flag suggest anything about his attitude towards the marchers?

3) In Reading 2, Jamie Wallace says that they were worried about what the people along the road might do during the march of March 7. What do you think he was afraid of? On March 7 there were only a few hundred marchers. If you were one of the people marching on that day, how do you think you would feel about people like this? This photo was taken sometime between March 21 and March 25. How do the marchers in this photo seem to be reacting to the by-standers? Based on Photo 4, what factors do you think might have affected their attitude?
Visual Evidence

Photo 6: View of Martin Luther King, Jr., addressing the marchers at the Alabama State Capitol in Montgomery

(© Bettmann/CORBIS)
Questions for Photo 6

1) King was not allowed to speak from the steps of the Capitol. Can you find the line of state troopers that blocked the way? Why do you think he was not allowed to stand on the steps to speak to the crowd?

2) One of the reasons people wanted to march from Selma to Montgomery was to present a petition to Governor George Wallace. Wallace was in his office watching the crowd as King was speaking. Why do you think he refused to meet with the marchers? Wallace’s aides reportedly commented that he was looking at the inaugural crowds of the future. What do you think the aides meant by their comment?

3) Look closely at the flags flying over the dome of the Capitol Building. In 1861, the earliest part of this building served as the first capitol of the Confederacy. In 1965 it was flying the Confederate flag right below the Alabama state flag. Why do you think a U.S. state capitol building would fly the Confederate flag?

4) King’s speech was covered by all major radio and television networks. The speech was a famous one—quoting the Battle Hymn of the Republic in referring to the voting rights campaign. Why do you think the march and King’s speech were considered so important?
Putting It All Together

Activity 1: Local versus national

The Selma to Montgomery Voting Rights March was the result of the coming together of local citizens and national civil rights organizations. Go back and review Reading 2. How many of the people quoted in this document were local? How many represented national organizations? What role did each one play in the events of March 7-25, 1965? What was Martin Luther King, Jr.’s role? Do you think anything would have happened without local activists? Would a march like this have taken place and could it have captured the attention of the whole country without national organizations and the national media coverage they could command? Divide the class into two groups and hold a general debate on whether the local activists or the national organizations were more important.
Activity 2: Nonviolence

Martin Luther King, Jr., was committed to nonviolent direct action. According to C. T. Vivian, "Martin understood . . . that America wanted us to be violent. They could handle that in a minute, all right? All right? And feel good about it and have an excuse for their behavior. That's what they wanted." 6 Ask students what they think Vivian meant.

Assign some students to do some research on Mohandas Gandhi, who successfully used nonviolence to gain India’s independence from Great Britain and who was a powerful influence on King. Assign another group of students to study the Watts Riots in Los Angeles later in 1965 and other violent civil rights protests. Ask both groups to report back to the class, comparing what they learned with Martin Luther King, Jr., and the events in Selma.

The marchers at Selma did not return violence for violence on March 7; but when they regrouped at Brown Chapel, many people thought that they were ready to abandon nonviolence because of the treatment they had received. Hold a general class discussion about the advantages and disadvantages of violence and nonviolence in opposing injustice, how easy or difficult they would have been to follow, and how effective they have been historically in achieving change.
Activity 3: What If . . .

It’s easy to think that history had to happen the way it did, but in the case of the Selma to Montgomery voting rights campaign, many things could easily have gone differently. Divide the class into groups. Have each group review Reading 2 and discuss what might have happened in each of the following cases:

- if Jimmie Lee Jackson had not been killed;
- if the people from Marion had been notified that the march planned for Sunday, March 7 was not going to take place;
- if the March 7 march had, in fact, been postponed;
- if Sheriff Jim Clark had been a more moderate man and had simply said "Let them march";
- if there had been no television coverage of "Bloody Sunday";
- if there had been a violent incident on the road to Montgomery.
Activity 4: Civil Rights Work in the Local Community

Many communities across the nation participated in the civil rights activities of the 1950s and 1960s. Check local newspapers of the period and talk to members of your community about what civil rights activities took place there. If there are people still alive who participated in any of the civil rights marches, ask them to come speak to the class. The class may want to consider doing formal oral history interviews with these people and depositing the tapes and transcripts in a library or other suitable repository. Find out whether buildings or other structures associated with these activities still survive. Do some research on the histories of the buildings and prepare the text for markers that might be put on them to commemorate their involvement.

If no one in the community participated in the civil rights struggles of the 1960s, students might want to investigate the campaigns of other groups for what they see as their civil rights. Such groups might include women, American Indians, gays and lesbians, disabled persons. Some of these campaigns may still be contested. If so, what are the arguments on both sides? How has each group pressed its case? Are there any properties that are important for their associations with these campaigns?
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QUESTIONNAIRE

1. State your name, the date and place of your birth, and your present address

2. Are you single or married? (a) If married, give name, resident and place of birth of your husband or wife, as the case may be:

3. Give the names of the places, respectively, where you have lived during the last five years; and the name or names by which you have been known during the last five years:

4. If you are self-employed, state the nature of your business:

A. If you have been employed, by another during the last five years, State the nature of your employment and the name or names of such employer or employers and his or their addresses:

5. If you claim that you are bona fide resident of the State of Alabama, give the date on which you claim to have become such bona fide resident:
   (a) When did you become a bona fide resident of County:
   (b) When did you become a bona fide resident of Ward or Precinct:

6. If you intend to change your place of residence prior to the next general election, state the facts:

7. Have you previously applied for and been denied registration as a voter? (a) If so, give the facts:

8. Has your name been previously stricken from the list of persons registered?

9. Are you now or have you ever been a dope addict or a habitual drunkard? (A) If you are or have been a dope addict or habitual drunkard, explain as fully as you can:
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10. Have you ever been legally declared insane? _____ (a) If so, give details: ________________________________

11. Give a brief statement of the extent of your education and business experience: ________________________________

12. Have you ever been charged with or convicted of a felony or crime or offense involving moral turpitude? _____ (a) If so, give the facts: ______

13. Have you ever served in the Armed Forces of the United States Government? (a) If so, state when and for approximately how long: ________________________________

14. Have you ever been expelled or dishonorable discharged from any school or college or from any branch of the Armed Forces of the United States, or of any other Country? _____ If so, state facts: ________________________________

15. Will you support and defend the Constitution of the United States and the Constitution of the State of Alabama? ________________________________

16. Are you now or have you ever been affiliated with any group or organization which advocates the overthrow of the United States Government or the government of any State of the United States by unlawful means?______ (a) If so, state the facts: ________________________________

17. Will you bear arms for your county when called upon it to do so? ______ If the answer is no, give reasons: ________________________________

18. Do you believe in free elections and rule by the majority? ______________

19. Will you give aid and comfort to the enemies of the United States Government or the Government of the State of Alabama? ________________________________

20. Name some of the duties and obligations of citizenship: ______________

(A) Do you regard those duties and obligations as having priority over the duties and obligations you owe to any other secular organization when they are in conflict? ________________________________

21. Give the names and post office addresses of two persons who have present knowledge of your bona fide residence at the place as stated by you: ________________________________
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(The following questions shall be answered by the applicant without assistance.)

1. What is the chief executive of Alabama called? Governor

2. Are post offices operated by the state or federal government? Federal Government

3. What is the name of the president of the United States? Lyndon B. Johnson

4. To what national lawmaking body does each state send senators and representatives? Congress

Instructions "A"

The applicant will complete the remainder of this questionnaire before a Board member and at his instructions. The Board member shall have the applicant read any one or more of the following excerpts from the U. S. Constitution using a duplicate form of this Insert Part III. The Board member shall keep in his possession the application with its inserted Part III and shall mark thereon the words missed in reading by the applicant.

EXCERPTS FROM THE CONSTITUTION

1. "The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be violated, and no warrants shall issue, but upon probable cause supported by oath or affirmation, and particularly describing the place to be searched, and the person or things to be seized."

2. "Representatives shall be apportioned among the several states according to their respective numbers, counting the whole number of persons in each state, excluding Indians not taxed."

3. "Treason against the United States, shall consist only in levying war against them, or in adhering to their enemies, giving them aid and comfort."

4. "The senators and representatives before mentioned, and the members of the several legislatures, and all executive and judicial officers, both of the United States and of the several states, shall be bound by oath or affirmation, to support this constitution."

INSTRUCTIONS "B"

The Board member shall then have the applicant write several words, or more if necessary to make a judicial determination of his ability to write. The writing shall be placed below so that it becomes a part of the application. If the writing is illegible, the Board member shall write in parentheses beneath the writing the words the applicant was asked to write.

HAVE APPLICANT WRITE HERE, DICTATING WORDS FROM THE CONSTITUTION

Signature of Applicant ____________________________